Combining cycles of the Canadian Community Health Survey.
A single cycle of the Canadian Community Health Survey (CCHS) may not meet researchers' analytical needs. This article presents methods of combining CCHS cycles and discusses issues to consider if these data are to be combined. An empirical example illustrates the proposed methods. Two methods can be used to combine CCHS cycles: the separate approach and the pooled approach. With the separate approach, estimates are calculated for each cycle separately and then combined. The pooled approach combines data at the micro-data level, and the resulting dataset is treated as if it is a sample from one population. For the separate approach, it is recommended that the simple average of the estimates be used. For the pooled approach, it is recommended that weights be scaled by a constant factor where a period estimate covering the time periods of the individual cycles can be created. The choice of method depends on the aim of the analysis and the availability of data. Combining cycles should be considered only if the most current period estimates do not suffice. Both methods will obscure cycle-to-cycle trends and will not reveal changing behaviours related to public health initiatives.